
ERS WIRELESS: 
VOICE, VIDEO & DATA  
TECHNOLOGY FOR  
SAFER SCHOOLS

CUSTOMER-FOCUSED, QUALITY-DRIVEN  
SAFETY AND SECURITY SOLUTIONS  
FOR WHAT MATTERS MOST



Our technology ecosystem unifies voice, video, data 
and analytic solutions enabling proactive safety & 
security and quick responses to everyday challenges.  
Our Safe Schools Ecosystem can even connect you with local first responders  
to give them eyes and ears on the situation before they arrive on the scene. 

ERS QUALIFICATIONS INCLUDE:
> Better Business Bureau Accredited Business
> Motorola Solutions Platinum Partner
> Motorola Solutions Elite Specialist Radio Partner
> Motorola Solutions Authorized U.S. Federal Reseller
> Motorola Solutions Premier Service Partner

> Certified Service Center (CSC)
> Osha-10 Certified Technicians
> CET Certified Technicians
> FCC Licensing Specialists on Staff
> Extreme Networks Authorized Partner
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Helping schools achieve their safety & security 
objectives - safe and secure schools are at the  
heart of our work and our technology.
ERS Wireless helps school districts of all sizes do more by customizing integrated technologies 
that enable you to do more with less.

As one of Motorola Solutions first Safety Reimagined Badged Partners in the country, our Safe 
Schools Ecosystem is always in session. We help schools detect, analyze, communicate and 
respond to issues with the goal of safe, smart learning environments. From video security to 
access control to motion detection to mass notifications and more, our comprehensive solutions 
and services are all about safety and security.

At the heart of Safety Reimagined is Orchestrate, a secure cloud-based workflow automation 
solution designed for your school’s unique safety and security ecosystem. Orchestrate software 
is simple and easy to use, and enables proactive analytic notifications from your video security 
and access control directly to your MOTOTRBO digital radios. From loitering to propped doors, 
Orchestrate enables proactive analytic notifications and responses to situations you want to  
know about. As a secure cloud-based technology platform Orchestrate users can access solutions 
from anywhere, at any time.

For 75 years, ERS Wireless has been partnering  
with public safety and schools to enable proactive  
safety & security. 
Whether it’s creating interoperable solutions with local public safety agencies, enabling a district-wide 
radio system, or deploying a video surveillance and access control solution to ensure the safety and 
security of administrators, faculty and students, ERS Wireless can design, install and maintain the right 
end-to-end wireless voice, video and analytic solution for your school’s needs.

ERS Wireless is one of Motorola Solutions Platinum and Premier Service Elite Partners, and we take 
great pride in the ongoing re-certification and specialization of our sales, service and engineers.



ANALYZE: Analytic Solutions 
Turn unknowns into insights with analytics that help you take informed action. 

Appearance Search: Find and track who you’re 
looking for with video searches using specific 
physical descriptions such as gender, age, 
clothing and facial characteristics.

Identity Search: Map movements of people on 
campus with scanned credential badge activity.

Unusual Motion Detection: Identify atypical 
events with artificial intelligence designed to  
flag unusual motion or activity.

Focus of Attention: Color-coded hexagons 
highlight potentially critical video activities so 
you can focus your attention and determine 
where action is required.

Self-Learning Analytics: Focus your attention 
where it matters most by monitoring properties 
24/7 with integrated analytics that detect 
situational and abnormal activity and send 
proactive real-time notifications.

Tip Submit: Students can provide anonymous 
alerts anytime, anywhere from a phone or 
laptop.

Video Security: Capture key details and 
enhance visibility across campus with 
specialized cameras for every location,  
including hallways, auditoriums and parking lots.

License Plate Recognition: The latest camera 
technology identifies vehicles via a custom 
watchlist that you create. 

Access Control: Manage staff, student  
and visitor access to school buildings with 
instant detection at access points.

Watchlist Reporting: Create a watchlist  
and keep an eye on perimeters and people  
of interest.

Smart Sensor Detection: Smart sensors 
detect vaping, THC, chemicals and aggression 
detection - automatically alerting staff of 
incidents on the device of their choice.

Concealed Weapons Detection: Artificial 
intelligence and advanced sensors detect a  
wide range of concealed weapons and threats 
and immediately alert staff directly on their 
device of choice. 

DETECT: Detection Solutions 
Know what is happening with the latest insights and intelligence.

ERS Wireless Safe Schools Ecosystem  
of Safety & Security Solutions is  
SAFETY REIMAGINED
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MOTOTRBO Two-Way Radios: Connect and 
communicate effectively and efficiently with 
MOTOTRBO two-way radios for wide-area 
voice and data communications, providing the 
latest digital technology for instant connection.

Radio Alerts: Receive critical audio and 
visual alerts with automated video analytics 
dispatched directly to your two-way radios  
via text or text-to-voice.

WAVE Push-To-Talk Communications:  
Connect anyone on any device by extending 
your two-way-radio reach to smartphones, 
tablets and laptops.

Ally Incident Management and Mass 
Notifications: Manage and customize  
incident records and video from any web-
enabled device. Keep everyone informed 
before, during and after critical events with  
integrated communications, automated  
text alerts, emails and voice messages. 

COMMUNICATE: Communication Solutions
Integrated communication solutions enhance school safety and improve efficiencies.

ION RADIO
The newest integrated device, the MOTOTRBO 
ION SMART RADIO is the first rugged professional 
communication device that makes it easy for 
administrators, security, and IT to stay connected 
across buildings and districts - including an intuitive 
touchscreen that allows you to access business- 
critical data, view live security cameras and 
recordings, open and lock down doors and facilities, 
and instantly share photos and videos. 

RESPOND: Response Solutions
Respond quickly, efficiently and effectively with real-time intelligence and action plans.

Ally Dispatch: Connect teams and communicate 
across devices and locations with security 
software that simplifies and standardizes your 
dispatch processes.

Command Central Aware: Real-time video and 
direct connection between your school and local 
law enforcement provide eyes on the scene in 
seconds for a more informed response.

P25 Mission-Critical Communications: Connect 
seamlessly and enable interoperability between 
school personnel and local law enforcement  
to ensure a rapid response.

Critical Connect: Establish real-time 
communication with law enforcement  
and improve coordination in major incidents 
with connection between two-way radios  
and smart phones. 

Access Control for Emergency Response: 
Empower immediate first response, manage 
ingress/egress points at any time from  
anywhere and get real-time location  
information.



Distance Learning Applications: Power up distance learning and overcome the digital divide 
with Nitro for at-home learning. Nitro enables schools to create an affordable private network 
with four times the range and twice the capacity of wi-fi for reliable performance across 
locations while ensuring that every student has access to the information they need to succeed.

Private & Secure LTE: Combine private LTE data with critical voice technology while maintaining 
full control of your information via a cloud-based portal. Secure and private networks can drive 
both productivity and safety.

With Nitro’s expandability, your wireless network can easily scale to ensure you are primed for 
the future. You can connect other systems, including video surveillance technology and access 
control, to enable a stronger security operations center. Additional cameras can be added  
without the cost, labor and time to run cables, so your surveillance technology can expand  
to places too difficult or too costly to wire.

Motorola Nitro Private LTE enables connectivity  
beyond Wi-Fi 
Nitro Private Broadband enables expanded capacity and coverage over traditional  
Wi-Fi, and seamlessly extends your existing school network, supporting distance 
learning and further expanding integrated communications, video security, and  
access control solutions.

ERS Wireless can work with you to enable connectivity and coverage when and  
where you need it.  
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TRBOconnectTM 
TRBOconnect enables staying connected across your school district and  
when traveling for school events.

With local and wide-area coverage, TRBOconnect provides reliable push-to- 
talk connectivity for administrators, maintenance vehicles and buses to stay 
connected across the district and when traveling out of the district, thanks  
to an easy-to-use and easy-to-budget two-way radio system. You can track 
vehicles, plan routes, optimize fuel management, and enhance the safety  
and security of students and personnel. 

Unlimited Push-to-Talk Digital Voice & Data: Connect instantly and extend 
your two-way radio systems’ reach to all devices so you can share voice  
and data without boundaries.

GPS TRACKING  
Further enhance safety by routing GPS information for tracking with pinpoint accuracy.  

PUBLIC SAFETY DISTRIBUTED ANTENNA SYSTEM (PS-DAS)
PS-DAS: Boosting communication signals in schools

Today, schools must provide reliable two-way radio communication coverage so emergency 
responders can stay connected in all facilities and across campus. Public Safety-Distributed  
Antenna Systems (PS-DAS) enhance two-way radio coverage in areas such as stairwells,  
elevators, electrical closets, basements and parking garages that are often challenging for  
clear communications.
 
For the safety and security of your students and faculty, it is critical to pay attention and adhere  
to local the Emergency Responder Enhanced Communications Systems (ERECS) mandates  
across Indiana and Kentucky. Likewise, Authorities Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) often specify  
the communication system to support emergency responder communications.

ERS Wireless can ensure  
your PS-DAS installation  

is reliable, performing  
routine maintenance and  
annual testing to ensure  

your solution is always  
in compliance.



INDIANA LOCATIONS

BLOOMINGTON
671 S. LANDMARK AVE., SUITE B
BLOOMINGTON, IN 47403
PHONE: 812-339-6308

COLUMBUS
1815 21ST STREET
COLUMBUS, IN 47201
PHONE: 812-376-9652

ELKHART
57678 COUNTY ROAD 3
ELKHART, IN 46517
PHONE: 574-293-0615

EVANSVILLE
6629 FRITO LAY DRIVE
EVANSVILLE, IN 47715
PHONE: 812-425-2205

FORT WAYNE
4410 EARTH DRIVE
FORT WAYNE, IN 46809
PHONE: 260-747-0584

INDIANAPOLIS
4515 S. HIGH SCHOOL ROAD
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46241
PHONE: 317-821-0422

KOKOMO
1100 RANK PARKWAY
KOKOMO, IN 46901
PHONE: 765-459-0328

LIGONIER
592 WEST PERRY ROAD
PO BOX 110
LIGONIER, INDIANA 46767
PHONE: 800-377-2929

KENTUCKY LOCATIONS

LEXINGTON
2331 FORTUNE DRIVE STE #210
LEXINGTON, KY 40509
PHONE: 859-293-1675

LOUISVILLE
1621 W. MAIN STREET
LOUISVILLE, KY 40203
PHONE: 502-561-8007

erswireless.com

“ Collaboration with public safety is critical. With the 
system we now have, it can be monitored by the 
Indianapolis Police Department and if something’s 
going on, they can pull up the video we have and  
get pinpoint locations of what is going on. It gives  
us information in real time that is more accurate.”  
 
Chief David Stalcup, Perry Township School Police


